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Introduction
As is well known, there are extensive connections between ring theory and topology,
most notably by way of various kinds of spaces one associates with a ring such as the
spaces of
prime ideals, maximal ideals, minimal prime ideals (of mere rings), irreducible -ideals,
prime -ideals, maximal -ideals (of lattice-ordered rings),
and
closed prime ideals (of topological rings),
and specifically in the form of representation theorems involving sheaves or function
algebras on one or the other of these spaces. Regarding the latter, we mention the classical
sheaf representation of an arbitrary commutative ring A with unit on the space SpecA of
its prime ideals in which A is isomorphic to the ring of global elements and all stalks are
local rings, or the representation of a Boolean ring A as the ring of all continuous functions
on SpecA with values in the two-element field.
Now, in order to obtain such representations one invariably needs that the spaces
involved have the right topological properties and sufficiently many points. For instance,
in the case of Boolean rings just mentioned this requirement boils down to the condition
that every non-trivial Boolean ring have a prime ideal, referred to as the Prime Ideal
Theorem. Similarly, the classical sheaf representation of an arbitrary commutative ring
with unit requires that every non-trivial such ring have a prime ideal which, it turns out, is
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a consequence of the Prime Ideal Theorem. On the other hand, we recall that the analogous
condition for maximal ideals unavoidably requires the Axiom of Choice.
Evidently, this situation poses the question whether this or that representation theorem
for some kind of ring or another can be formulated in such a way that it becomes provable
without any reference to points which requires appeal to some choice principle. It is the
purpose of this paper to discuss several situations in which this is indeed the case. The
foundations adopted for this will be Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory (as usually understood:
without the Axiom of Choice) treated within classical logic. It should be added, though,
that there is a further goal in this context, going well beyond that, which is to establish the
results considered here by arguments constructively valid in the sense of topos theory. We
see the work presented here as a first step in that direction, leaving full pursuit of this goal
for further investigation.
The approach used here is based on the fact that while the spaces involved in a certain
standard representation may not have any useful properties—indeed, may well be empty—
their lattices of open sets can be defined abstractly and can then be used in place of the
spaces in question. The lattices involved here are the frames, which form the subject
matter of pointfree topology, and we begin (Section 0) by going over some notions and
facts concerning these which will be needed here. Next we consider Gelfand and exchange
rings (Section 1), characterizing them in terms of the pointfree versions of their prime
and maximal spectra which are their frames of radical ideals and Jacobson radical ideals,
respectively. In particular, this involves a new form of a basic result concerning exchange
rings due to Johnstone [19]. Further, we characterize Gelfand and exchange rings by their
sheaf representations on certain frames, providing pointfree variants of classical results
by Monk [23] and Mulvey [24] (Section 2). Following this, we turn from mere rings to
lattice-ordered rings, specifically f -rings. We first characterize the f -rings as the -rings
which have a sheaf representation, on some frame, by a totally ordered ring (Section 3)
which serves as a pointfree counterpart of the classical Birkhoff–Pierce Theorem [15].
Finally, we describe the representation of archimedean bounded f -rings as sub--rings of
the pointfree version of rings of real-valued continuous functions (Section 4).
0. Pointfree topology
This section describes the basic facts which are needed later on. For general background
we refer to Johnstone [19] and Vickers [26] and for a more detailed overview to
Banaschewski [4].
Pointfree topology is the study of frames where a frame is a complete lattice L which
satisfies the distribution law
U ∧
∨
X=
∨
{U ∧W |W ∈X}
for all U ∈ L and X⊆ L, and a frame homomorphism is a map h :L→M between frames
preserving all finitary meets, including the unit (= top) E, and arbitrary joins, including
the zero (= bottom) O. The corresponding category of frames and their homomorphisms
will be denoted Frm.
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Obvious examples of frames are the lattices OX of open subsets of a topological space
X, the complete Boolean algebras, and the complete chains. A frame isomorphic to some
OX is called spatial. All finite distributive lattices and all complete chains are of this kind
but, by way of contrast, a complete Boolean algebra is spatial iff it is atomic, showing that
frames considerably transcend topology.
Frames should be viewed as abstractly defined lattices of open sets of virtual spaces
which sufficiently resemble the actual OX that a multitude of topological results already
hold at the level of frames, that is, are consequences of results concerning frames.
Furthermore, there is the important fact that spaces derived from other entities often have
their useful properties only on the basis of some foundational assumptions, such as the
Axiom of Choice or some weaker choice principle, whereas their frames of open sets exist
independent of these and may serve various purposes just as well as the spaces. Hence,
if one aims for choice-independent results in these situations the right setting tends to be
pointfree topology.
The precise relation between frames and spaces is expressed by a pair of contravariant
functors between the category Top of spaces and continuous maps and the category Frm
which are given as follows. For any f :X→ Y in Top we have the map Of :OY →OX
taking U ∈OY to f−1[U ] ∈ OX which is clearly a frame homomorphism such that the
resulting correspondence O : Top → Frm is a contravariant functor. On the other hand,
associated with each frame L we have its spectrum ΣL which may be described as the
space of all prime elements P ∈ L (P =E and U ∧V  P implies U  P or V  P ) with
open sets ΣU = {P ∈ΣL | U  P } for each U ∈ L, and the correspondence L →ΣL is
also contravariantly functorial. Furthermore, the two functors are what is called adjoint on
the right to each other in virtue of the maps
ηL :L→OΣL, U →ΣU
and
εX :X→ΣOX, x →X− {x}.
In particular, ηL is an isomorphism iff L is spatial and εX is a homeomorphism iff X
is sober, and consequently one has a dual equivalence between the categories of spatial
frames and sober spaces.
For present purposes we only require relatively few notions concerning frames, as
follows.
For any frame L, U ∈ L is compact if U ∨X implies U ∨Y for some finite
Y⊆X, and L is called compact if its unit E is compact.
Further, a frame L is called:
• normal if U ∨ V = E in L implies that U ∨ S = E = V ∨ T for some S,T ∈ L such
that S ∧ T =O;
• regular if U =∨{W ∈ L | U ∨W∗ = E} for each U ∈ L where W∗ =∨{S ∈ L |
S ∧W =O}, the pseudocomplement of W ;
• zero-dimensional if each U ∈ L is a join of complemented elements W ∈ L, the latter
meaning that W ∨W∗ =E;
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• completely regular if U = ∨{W ∈ L | W ≺≺ U} for each U ∈ L where W ≺≺ U
means that there is a sequence (Vnk)n=0,1,...;k=0,...,2n in L such that
V00 =W, V01 =U, Vnk = Vn+1 2k, V ∗nk ∨ Vnk+1 =E.
Note that each of these conditions expresses the same-named property of a space X in
terms of the frameOX—for the less immediate cases of regularity and complete regularity
because U ∪W∗ =X in OX iff W ⊆U .
With regard to regularity, there is the fundamental result that, for any frame L, the
subframe generated by all its regular subframes is a regular subframe and hence L has a
largest regular subframe RegL.
As already noted, the spatiality of certain kinds of frames may well be dependent on
some choice principle. In the present setting, the most relevant result of this kind is that
the compact regular (or: zero-dimensional) frames are spatial iff the Prime Ideal Theorem
holds (Banaschewski [2]).
We conclude this section with a brief description of some features of compact
normal frames which play a central rôle in our context. For the details we refer to
Banaschewski [7].
To begin with, there is a closure operator sL on any compact frame L such that
sL(U)=
∨
{V ∈ L | V ∨W =E implies U ∨W =E}.
The V ∈ L occurring here are called U -small; they form an ideal in L, and by compactness
it is then clear that sL(U) is the largest U -small element of L. Moreover,
sL(U ∧ V )= sL(U)∧ sL(V )
for any U,V ∈ L, ensuring that SL= Fix(sL) is a frame, called the saturation quotient of
L. Further, sL(U)=E implies U =E, and as a result SL is compact.
We note that if the Axiom of Choice is assumed then
U ∈ SL iff U =
∧
{S ∈ L |U  S,S maximal}
for all U ∈ L, and conversely.
Next, for any frame L, let rL :L→ L be given by
rL(U)=
∨
{W ∈ L |U ∨W∗ =E}.
Then rL(U)  U for all U ∈ L, and the properties of the relation U ∨W∗ = E readily
imply that rL preserves O,∧, and E, but in general not much more can be said.
Now, the basic result concerning compact normal frames is
Lemma 1. For compact normal L, SL is compact regular and rL is a frame homomor-
phism retracting L to RegL and inducing an isomorphism SL∼= RegL.
Regarding the spectrum in this situation, note first that in any frame a maximal element
is obviously prime while in a regular frame every prime element P is maximal: if P < U
then there exist W  P such that U ∨W∗ =E and since W ∧W∗ = 0 P it follows that
W∗  P and hence U = E. For compact normal L it therefore follows by the lemma that
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the points of Σ(SL) are the maximal elements of SL but they are obviously the same as
the maximal elements of L. Hence we have:
Corollary. For compact normal L, Σ(SL) is the space of maximal elements of L.
For a compact normal sober space X, the frames S(OX) and Reg(OX) have a simple
topological significance: Reg(OX) corresponds to the Hausdorff reflection of X while
S(OX), at least in the presence of the Axiom of Choice, corresponds to the subspace of X
given by its closed points, that is, the x ∈X for which {x} is closed.
1. Gelfand and exchange rings: spectral characterizations
The results presented in this section are from Banaschewski [7] to which we refer for
any details omitted.
All rings considered here are taken to be commutative with unit 1. The particular rings
we are concerned with are defined as follows.
A ring A is called:
• a Gelfand ring if a + b = 1 in A implies that (1+ ar)(1+ bs)= 0 for some r, s ∈ A,
and
• an exchange ring provided that, for any a ∈A, there exist idempotent u ∈A such that
a + u is invertible.
The following are examples of Gelfand rings:
(G1) any exchange ring,
(G2) for any topological space X, the ring C(X) of all continuous real-valued functions
on X, and
(G3) for any smooth manifold X, the ring C∞(X) for all smooth real-valued functions
on X.
To see (G1), if u= u2 such that u− a is invertible then(
1+ a
u− a
)(
1− b
u− a
)
= 0.
For (G2), use the -ring structure ofC(X): a∨b= a∨(1−a) 12 so that a∨b is invertible
and then(
1− a
a ∨ b
)(
1− b
a ∨ b
)
= 0.
One might add that the same argument applies to a considerably larger class of suitable
-rings. Finally, to obtain (G3) one uses the familiar existence of w ∈C∞(R) such that
w(t) 0 for all t, w(t)= 0 for t  1
4
, w(t)= 1 for t  1
2
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in order to define r ∈ C∞(X) such that r(x)=−w(a(x))/a(x) if a(x) = 0 and r(x)= 0
otherwise, and s ∈ C∞(X) analogously for b.
Further, as examples of exchange rings we list:
(E1) any (von Neumann) regular ring, and
(E2) for any Boolean space X, the ring C(X).
For (E1), if a = a2b with suitable b by regularity then 1− ab is idempotent and
(1− ab+ a)(1+ ab(b− 1))= 1.
To see (E2) note that, for any a ∈ C(X), if U ⊆X is open-closed such that
{
x ∈X | a(x)= 0}⊆U ⊆
{
x ∈X | ∣∣a(x)∣∣< 1
2
}
,
as is readily obtained by the hypothesis on X, then the characteristic function of U is the
desired idempotent u ∈C(X).
To add some non-examples, note that an integral domain A is a Gelfand ring iff, for any
a ∈A, a or 1− a is invertible, and this is equivalent to the condition that A have a largest
proper ideal, that is, A is a local ring.
Regarding the history of these notions, Gelfand rings (though initially not by this name
and defined somewhat differently) were first considered by De Marco and Orsatti [16]
and subsequently by Mulvey [24], perceived as a class of abstract rings which resemble
function rings in many ways. On the other hand, exchange rings originated in module
theory in connection with problems concerning direct sum decompositions (Warfield [27]),
first defined by a property which refereed to the totality of all modules over the ring
in question but then, rather surprisingly, characterized by various first order conditions
(Monk [23], Nicholson [25]) such as the one used here. Finally, Johnstone [19] established
the following remarkable link between these two notions of such disparate origins:
A ring A is an exchange ring iff it is Gelfand and its maximal ideal space MaxA is
zero-dimensional.
This result, it turns out, no longer holds in Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory (Ba-
naschewski [7]) but what does hold is a pointfree version of it obtained by replacing the
space MaxA with a suitable frame which becomes isomorphic to O(MaxA) if the Prime
Ideal Theorem is assumed. Before establishing this we derive a characterization of Gelfand
rings.
Recall that a radical ideal of a ring A is an ideal J of A such that an ∈ J implies
a ∈ J for any a ∈ A and natural n. Partially ordered by inclusion, these clearly form a
complete lattice RIdA, arbitrary meets given by intersection. Moreover, this is a frame:
it is distributive by simple calculation and closed under updirected union; in addition it
is a compact frame because its unit is the ideal generated by 1. Note that the spectrum
Σ(RIdA) of this frame is exactly the familiar space SpecA of the prime ideals of A,
making RIdA the natural pointfree version of SpecA.
Now we have the following characterization of Gelfand rings.
Proposition 1. A ring A is Gelfand iff RIdA is normal.
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Proof. (⇒) For any a ∈A, we let
[a] = {x ∈A | some xn ∈Aa}
be the radical ideal generated by a and note that [a] ∩ [b] = [ab] for all a, b ∈ A. Now, if
I ∨ J = A in RIdA then also I + J = A, hence a + b = 1 for some a ∈ I and b ∈ J , and
therefore
I ∨ [1+ ar] =A= J ∨ [1+ bs] and [1+ ar] ∩ [1+ bs] = [0]
for the r and s in the definition of Gelfand rings.
(⇐) If a+b= 1 then [a]∨ [b] =A in RIdA, and using the given normality of the latter
one first finds a0 ∈ [a], b0 ∈ [b] and c, d ∈A such that a0 + c = 1 = b0 + d and cd ∈ [0];
further, if an0 = ax and bm0 = by then also ax + c0 = 1= by + d0 with c0, d0 ∈A such that
c0d0 ∈ [0]. It follows that (1− ax)k(1− by)k = 0 with suitable k, and multiplying out the
powers then produces the desired r and s. ✷
By Lemma 1 and its corollary it is now immediate that, for any Gelfand ring A, S(RIdA)
is compact regular and MaxA ∼= Σ(S(RIdA)), showing that, at least for Gelfand rings,
S(RIdA) offers itself as a good pointfree version of MaxA. Moreover, this frame has a
natural ring-theoretic significance: it is the frame J RIdA of Jacobson radical ideals of A,
these being the ideals J ⊆ A with the property that a ∈ J whenever all 1+ ar , r ∈ A, are
invertible modulo J (Banaschewski and Harting [10]).
Thus we have, in purely ring-theoretic terms:
Corollary. For any Gelfand ring A, J RIdA is a compact regular frame with spec-
trum MaxA.
A note of caution should be added here: this does not assert that MaxA is compact
Hausdorff for every Gelfand ring A: indeed, this will hold iff the Prime Ideal Theorem
is assumed (Banaschewski [7]). Concerning Proposition 1 one might add that in this case
RIdA ∼= O(SpecA) for any ring A, and consequently the Gelfand rings are exactly the
rings for which SpecA is normal. This is one of the properties De Marco and Orsatti [16]
focussed on.
Now we have the following pointfree form of the result of Johnstone [19] quoted earlier.
Proposition 2. A ring A is an exchange ring iff it is Gelfand and J RIdA is zero-
dimensional.
Proof. (⇒) One first establishes that I ∨ J = A in RIdA implies the existence of some
idempotent u ∈A such that u ∈ I and 1−u ∈ J by using the property of exchange rings and
then applies this and the regularity of J RIdA (resulting from the fact that A is Gelfand) to
show that each J ∈ J RIdA is the join of Jacobson radical ideals generated by idempotents.
Since the latter are clearly complemented in J RIdA this proves the claim.
(⇐) Here one uses the retraction r = rRIdA of Lemma 1. For any a ∈ A, trivially
[a] ∨ [1 + a] = A in RIdA, hence also r([a]) ∨ r([1 + a]) = A in Reg(RIdA) and by
the given zero-dimensionality of J RIdA∼= Reg(RIdA) one obtains an idempotent u ∈ A
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such that u ∈ r([1 + a]) and 1 − u ∈ r([a]); further, u = (1 + a)b and 1 − u = ac for
suitable b, c ∈A since r([x])⊆ [x] for all x ∈A, and simple calculation then shows that
(a + u)(ac2 + (1+ a)b2)= 1. ✷
As noted earlier, if the Prime Ideal Theorem is assumed then any compact regular frame
is spatial and hence J RIdA ∼= O(MaxA) for any Gelfand ring A, making MaxA zero-
dimensional iff J RIdA is zero-dimensional. Consequently, we obtain the original result of
Johnstone in the following form.
Corollary. Given the Prime Ideal Theorem, a ring A is an exchange ring iff it is Gelfand
and MaxA is zero-dimensional.
It should be added that, conversely, if every Gelfand ring A with zero-dimensional
MaxA is an exchange ring then the Prime Ideal Theorem holds (Banaschewski [7]). Further
we note, in a somewhat different vein, that the proof of Proposition 2 is radically different
from the corresponding proof in Johnstone [19] which employs a sheaf representation of
the ring involved—a topic to be considered in the next section.
2. Gelfand and exchange rings: sheaf representation
The material discussed here is taken from Banaschewski [7] and, in the case of the last
result, from Banaschewski and Vermeulen [14].
We first recall the basic notions involved.
A sheaf S on a frame L assigns to each U ∈ L a set SU and to each pair (V ,U) in L
such that V U a map SU → SV , called the restriction map and denoted x → x|V , such
that formally the same conditions are satisfied as those defining sheaves on a topological
space X (the case L=OX). Explicitly:
(Pr) SU → SU is the identity map for each U ∈ L, and if W  V  U in L then
(x|V )|W = x|W for all x ∈ SU (S is a presheaf ).
Further, whenever U =∨X for any U ∈ L and X⊆ L then
(S) for all x, y ∈ SU , if x|V = y|V for each V ∈X then x = y (S is separated), and
(P) given xV ∈ SV for each V ∈ X such that xV |V ∧W = xW |V ∧W for all V,W ∈ X,
there exist x ∈ SU such that x|V = xV for each V ∈X (S is patching).
The maps between sheaves are the natural transformations when sheaves are viewed as
(contravariant) functors from L into the category of sets, and ShL will be the resulting
category.
For any sheaf S on a frame L, the elements of SE are called the global elements of S .
Important for the present context are the sheaves of rings on a frame L, that is, sheaves
S where all SU are rings and all restriction maps are ring homomorphisms. As is familiar,
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these are the same as the rings in the category ShL, the notion of ring obviously being
meaningful in any category with finite products since it is equationally defined. We call
these the rings on L. Further, for any ring A (in the category of sets), a sheaf representation
of A is any ringA on some frame L such that A∼=AE, the ring of global elements ofA. If
L=OX for some topological space X we also refer to this as a sheaf representation on X.
Any ring A on the frame L =OX for some topological space X determines its stalk
Ax at each x ∈X, defined as the colimit
Ax = lim−→
x∈U∈OX
AU,
and various important conditions in this context involve requirements on the stalks. Further,
for any a ∈AU and x ∈U , ax will be the image of a by the colimit map AU →Ax .
Concerning sheaf representations in our situation one has the following classical results:
A ring A is
(E) an exchange ring iff it has a sheaf representation on a Boolean space all whose stalks
are local rings (Monk [23]), and
(G) a Gelfand ring iff it has a sheaf representation A on a compact Hausdorff space for
which all stalks are local rings and for any x = y in X there exist a ∈AE such that
ax = 1 and ay = 0 (Mulvey [24]).
We note that these results do not hold in Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory: their proofs
unavoidably require the Prime Ideal Theorem (Banaschewski [7]). However, as will be
shown, they have appropriate pointfree versions which can be proved without that.
As a first step towards this the stalk condition figuring in both cases has to be rendered
in pointfree form. Recall that a local ring is a ring such that 0 = 1 and, for each element a,
a or 1 − a is invertible. Now, the natural interpretation of this condition for rings A on a
frame L says that 0 = 1 in AU for any U = O and for each a ∈AU , U ∈ L, U = V ∨W
in L where a|V and 1− a|W are invertible. Alternatively, defining the support function on
each AU as
spt(a)=
∨
{W ∈ L |W U and a|W is invertible},
this says spt(0)= O and U = spt(a)∨ spt(1− a) for any a ∈AU . A ring A on L of this
kind will be called a local ring on L. We note in passing that this condition is exactly the
expression of the notion “local” in what is technically called the internal logic of the topos
ShL (Johnstone [18, 5.4]), but in any event it is a straightforward exercise to see that, for
any L=OX, a ring on L is local iff all its talks are local rings.
Now, the major tool required here is the pointfree form of the classical sheaf
representation of a ring A on the space SpecA due to Grothendieck which is obtained
as follows.
For any s ∈ A, we let A[s−1] = A[X]/(1 − sX), the quotient of the polynomial ring
over A in one indeterminate modulo the ideal generated by 1− sX, with νs :A→A[s−1]
induced by the standard embedding A→ A[X] which is the universal homomorphism
from A for which the image of s is invertible. It then follows that, whenever [r] ⊆ [s], or
equivalently rn = st for some n and t ∈A, there is a unique homomorphism νrs :A[s−1]→
A[r−1] such that νrsνs = νr .
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Next, for each J ∈ RIdA, let
AJ =
{
(xs)s∈J ∈
∏
s∈J
A
[
s−1
] | νrs(xs)= xr whenever [r] ⊆ [s]
}
,
with the obvious restriction maps AJ → AI whenever I ⊆ J . Here, all AJ are rings
and the restriction maps are ring homomorphisms. Trivially, this defines a presheaf A of
rings on RIdA such that A[a] ∼= A[a−1] for any a ∈A, but using some of the more subtle
properties of the homomorphisms νrs one shows that A is a sheaf. Indeed, A obviously
satisfies (S) and (P) whenever the join J =∨X is updirected and hence given by union,
and for the remaining case of finitary joins, reduced to binary joins by induction, one uses
the result that the diagram
A[t−1] νst
νrt
A[s−1]
ν(rs)s
A[r−1] ν(rs)r A[(rs)−1]
is a pullback for any r, s, t ∈ A such that [r] ∨ [s] = [t]. Consequently, we have a sheaf
representation of A since A[1] ∼= A[1−1] ∼= A. Finally, A is a local ring because A[s−1]
is trivial iff [s] = [0] and, for any x = νs(a)νs(s)−n ∈ A[s−1], ν(as)s(x) ∈ A[(as)−1] and
ν(sn−a)s(1 − x) ∈ A[(sn − a)s] are invertible while [as] ∨ [(sn − a)s] = [s]. Hence the
basic result:
Every ring has a sheaf representation by a local ring on some frame.
For completeness sake it should be added that the frame RIdA used here is of a very
special kind: it is coherent, meaning that it is generated by its compact elements and any
meet of finitely many compact elements is compact—an immediate consequence of the
obvious fact that the compact J ∈ RIdA are exactly the J = [a].
Of course, for any Gelfand ring A, the frame involved in this sheaf representation
is normal as well which leads to a further sheaf representation as follows. Put MA =
Reg(RIdA) ∼= J RIdA. Then the restriction A|MA, a ring on the compact regular frame
MA, trivially remains a sheaf representation but, moreover, it is still local as one sees with
the aid of the associated retraction r = rRIdA of RIdA toMA considered in Lemma 1. For
any x ∈AJ , J ∈MA, J =G∨H in RIdA such that x|G and 1− x|H are invertible but
then also J = r(J )= r(G) ∨ r(H), and since r(I)⊆ I for all I , x|r(G) and 1− x|r(H)
are invertible, as homomorphic images of invertible elements. This proves
Lemma 2. Every Gelfand ring has a sheaf representation by a local ring on a compact
regular frame.
As an immediate further application we obtain the following pointfree form of the
characterization of exchange rings due to Monk [23] quoted earlier.
Proposition 3. The exchange rings are exactly the rings which have a sheaf representation
by a local ring on a compact zero-dimensional frame.
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Here, (⇒) is obvious sinceMA is compact zero-dimensional by Proposition 2 and (⇐)
is an easy exercise.
Now to the result of Mulvey [24] concerning Gelfand rings. To capture the essence of
the added condition in (G), we call a ring A on a frame L separating if, for each U ∈ L,
U =
∨{[a = 1] | a ∈AE such that U ∨ [a = 0] =E}
where [a = 1] =∨{W ∈ L | a|W = 1} and similarly for [a = 0]. Using compactness and
the properties of the colimit maps defining the stalks one then proves that a local ring on
L=OX for some compact Hausdorff space X is separating iff it satisfies that condition;
hence the following is the desired pointfree form of (G).
Proposition 4. A ring is a Gelfand ring iff it has a sheaf representation by a separating
local ring on a compact regular frame.
Here, (⇒) is obtained by showing that the aboveA|MA is a separating ring onMA by
analyzing the obvious identity
J =
∨{〈t〉 | 〈t〉 ≺ 〈s〉 ≺ J }
for each J ∈MA where 〈·〉 = r([·]), r the retraction of RIdA to MA, and G≺ H means
H ∨G∗ =A.
Regarding (⇐), the first step is to show that, for any x ∈AU , U ∈ L, U is the join of
the W  U for which there exist y ∈AE such that y|W = x|W . Now a + b = 1 in AE
implies spt(a)∨ spt(b)= E since A is local, and applying this to (a| spt(a))−1 ∈A spt(a)
and (b| spt(b))−1 ∈A spt(b) a simple compactness argument will produce the r, s ∈A such
that (1+ ar)(1+ bs)= 0.
There is an alternative to this proposition which involves the codiagonal of L, that is,
the element
=
∨
{U ⊕ V |U,V ∈ L such that U ∧ V = 0}
of the coproduct L⊕ L, in view of the general result that a ring A on a compact regular
frame L is separating iff
=
∨{[a = 1] ⊕ [a = 0] | a ∈AE}
for the codiagonal of L.
3. f -rings versus totally ordered rings
In this section we describe another instance of pointfree sheaf representations but now
involving rings with additional structure, certain lattice-ordered rings, namely f -rings
which are the -rings (again taken to be commutative with unit 1) in which (a ∧ b)c =
(ac)∧ (bc) for all a, b and all c 0 in A. A slightly different version of this was presented
in the Panafrican Congress of Mathematicians 2000 (Banaschewski [8]).
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The classical result in this context is the Birkhoff–Pierce Theorem [15] by which the
f -rings are exactly the -rings isomorphic to sub--rings of products of totally ordered
rings. Again, this does not hold in Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory: it is equivalent to the
Prime Ideal Theorem (Feldman and Henriksen [17], Banaschewski [3], Luxemburg [21]).
That the latter is a consequence of this is relatively easy to see with the aid of a familiar
algebraic construction, the so-called Boolean powers, in this case of the totally ordered
field of rationals, which produces an f -ring in which a given Boolean algebra is realized
by its idempotents. The other implication hinges on the existence of sufficiently many
quotients which are totally ordered, and this can best be obtained either by the Compactness
Theorem of first order logic (a consequence of the Prime Ideal Theorem) [17] or by a frame
theoretical spatiality argument [3].
In order to describe the sheaf representation which replaces the Birkhoff–Pierce
Theorem for us, we recall that an -ideal of an f -ring A is a ring ideal J of A such that
a ∈ J whenever |a| |b| for some b ∈ J and let [a] now be the principal -ideal generated
by a ∈A, noting that
[a] = [|a|], [a] ∧ [b] = [a ∧ b] for a, b 0, and [a] = [|a| ∧ 1].
The latter shows that the principal -ideals are all generated by elements in the unit
interval I (A) = {s ∈ A | 0  s  1} of A. Further, if r  s in I (A) then [r] ⊆ [s], and
we have the natural homomorphism νrs :A/[r] → A/[s] taking each [r]-coset to the [s]-
coset containing it.
Now let FA be the set of all filters in I (A), that is, the F ⊆ I (A) such that
1 ∈ F, a  b and b ∈ F implies a ∈ F,
and
a, b ∈ F implies a ∧ b ∈ F,
partially ordered by inclusion. This is well-known to be a frame since I (A) is a distributive
lattice, and it will be used to obtain a sheaf representation of A in the obvious extended
sense which takes care of the lattice structure of A as well.
For each F ∈FA, let
AF =
{
(xs)s∈F ∈
∏
s∈F
A/[s] | νrs(xr)= xs whenever r  s
}
,
with the partial projections AF → AG as restriction maps whenever G ⊆ F . This
evidently describes a presheaf of f -rings on FA such that AFu ∼= A/[u] for the principal
filter Fu generated by u ∈ I (A), given by the projection at u ∈ Fu. In particular, AF0 ∼=
A/[0] ∼=A for the unit F0 of FA. Furthermore,A is a sheaf on FA. It is easy to see that it
is separated and that (P) holds whenever the join F =∨X is updirected and consequently
a union. This leaves, modulo the obvious induction, the case F =G∨H which one deals
with by means of the observation that the diagram
A/[u∧ v] A/[u]
A/[v] A/[u∨ v]
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of natural homomorphisms is a pullback for any u,v ∈ I (A).
As a result, A is a sheaf representation of the f -ring A, but there is more to it than
that: the -ring A in Sh(FA) is totally ordered in the sense of the internal logic of the
topos Sh(FA) (Johnstone [18, 5.4]) which explicitly says that, for any x ∈AF , F ∈ FA,
F = G ∨ H in FA where x|G  0 and x|H  0. To see this it suffices to consider the
case of principal filters Fs because trivially F =∨{Fs | s ∈ F } for each F ∈ FA, and
we may then use the fact that AFs ∼= A/[s]. Now, for any x = a + [s] in the latter,
put u = s ∨ (a+ ∧ 1) and v = s ∨ (a− ∧ 1) with the usual notation a+ = a ∨ 0 and
a− = (−a)∨ 0. Then a+ ∈ [u] because a+∧ 1 ∈ [u] and [a+∧ 1] = [a+] by a rule already
noted, and hence a + [u] = −a− + [u] since a = a+ − a−. It follows that νsu(x) 0 and
then similarly νsv(x) 0. Further u∧ v = s ∨ (a+ ∧ a− ∧ 1)= s by the familiar fact that
a+ ∧ a− = 0, and consequently Fu ∨ Fv = Fu∧v = Fs . Finally, the diagram
AFx ∼
restriction
A/[s]
νsu
AFu ∼ A/[u]
clearly commutes as does the corresponding one for v, and this proves the desired result.
In all we have obtained one part of the following characterization of f -rings.
Proposition 5. An -ring is an f -ring iff it has a sheaf representation by a totally ordered
ring.
The easier “if” part of this is obtained by a simple calculation. Given a, b and c  0 in
AE, let E =U ∨W where a|U  b|U and a|W  b|W . Then also ac|U  bc|U so that
(a ∧ b)c|U = ((a ∧ b)|U)(c|U)= (a|U)(c|U)= ac|U = ((ac)∧ (bc))|U,
and analogously (a ∧ b)c|W = (ac)∧ (bc)|W ; since E = U ∨W this shows (a ∧ b)c =
(ac)∧ (bc), as claimed.
Concerning the relation between this result and the Birkhoff–Pierce Theorem, we note
that the above frame FA, being coherent, becomes spatial if the Prime Ideal Theorem is
assumed (Banaschewski [2]). Furthermore, it is clear that, for any totally ordered ring on
a topological space, all the stalks are totally ordered rings. Hence we have the following
refinement of the Birkhoff–Pierce Theorem, also obtained by Johnstone [19].
Corollary. Given the Prime Ideal Theorem, an -ring is an f -ring iff it has a sheaf
representation on a topological space all of whose stalks are totally ordered rings.
One of the obvious consequences of the Birkhoff–Pierce Theorem is that any -ring
identity valid in all totally ordered rings also holds in any f -ring. In the present setting,
we can draw almost the same conclusion from Proposition 5. Specifically, whenever an -
ring identity is derived from the assumption that the order is total by an argument which is
constructively valid in the sense of topos theory, that is, by a deduction valid in the internal
logic of any topos, then it holds in any f -ring. The point is that such an identity will hold in
the totally ordered sheaf representationA of the given f -ring A which we obtained above,
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and the functor from Sh(FA) to sets taking global elements preserves it: thatA satisfies an
identity p = q for some -ring terms p and q means pA = qA for the derived operations
onA determined by p and q , and the functor in question takes these derived operations on
A to the corresponding ones on AF0 ∼=A. Examples of identities of f -rings which can be
obtained this way are the familiar ones that a2  0 for all a, |ab| = |a| |b| for all a and b,
and a+a− = 0 for all a. Of course, the above derivation of the f -ring condition proving
the “if” part of Proposition 5 is itself an example of this kind of reasoning.
4. Functional representation
The topic here is the representation of certain kinds of rings not in terms of sheaves
as in the previous sections but in terms of rings of real-valued continuous functions. The
representation we describe is essentially a special case, albeit formulated in different terms,
of results due to Madden [22] and extended by Ball and Hager [1].
The rings under consideration are the f -rings A (still commutative with unit 1) which
are
• archimedean: for any a, b ∈A, if all na  b then a  0,
• bounded: for each a ∈A, there exist natural n such that a  n= (n · 1), and
• over Q: all n are invertible in A.
The last requirement, it should be noted, is only included for the sake of convenience;
in principle, it could be omitted since any archimedean bounded f -ring has a canonical
extension to such a ring over Q, obtained by just inverting all n in A.
The classical result concerning these f -rings is that they are exactly the -rings
isomorphic to a sub--ring of the -ring C(X) of all real-valued continuous functions on
a compact Hausdorff space. As in the cases considered in the previous sections, this result
does not hold in Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory because it, too, is equivalent to the Prime
Ideal Theorem. In one direction this is again seen with the aid of the Boolean powers of Q,
and for the other one uses the space of maximal -ideals, based on the fact that the Prime
Ideal Theorem provides sufficiently many such -ideals for these f -rings together with the
fundamental result that each quotient modulo such an ideal is isomorphic to a subfield of
the reals.
For the pointfree version of this one needs the notion of the ring R(L) of real-valued
continuous functions on a frame L, which is treated in detail in Banaschewski [5]; we recall
the basic points.
The real numbers make their appearance in this setting as a frame, the frame L(R)
of reals, originally due to Joyal [20], which is defined by generators and relations: the
generators are the pairs (p, q) of rational numbers and the relations are:
(R1) (p, q)∧ (r, s)= (p ∨ r, q ∧ s),
(R2) (p, q)∨ (r, s)= (p, s) whenever p  r < q  s,
(R3) (p, q)=∨{(r, s)|p < r < s < q},
(R4) E =∨{(p, q)|p,q ∈Q}.
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We note that sometimes the condition (p, q)= 0 whenever q  p is included but by (R3)
this is actually redundant. Also, for a somewhat different description of L(R) we refer to
Johnstone [19].
Now, the real-valued continuous functions on a frame L are defined to be the
homomorphisms L(R)→ L, and one introduces the following operations (binary, unary,
and nullary) derived from the corresponding operations of A as -ring over Q.
(O1) For  =+, ·,∧,∨ and α,β :L(R)→ L,
(α  β)(p, q)=
∨{
α(r, s)∧ β(t, u) | 〈r, s〉  〈t, u〉 ⊆ 〈p,q〉}
where 〈· , ·〉 stands for open interval in Q and
〈r, s〉  〈t, u〉 = {x  y | x ∈ 〈r, s〉 and y ∈ 〈t, u〉}.
(O2) For any α :L(R)→ L, (−α)(p, q)= α(−q,−p).
(O3) For each r ∈Q,
r(p, q)=
{
E if p < r < q,
O otherwise.
To verify that these specifications indeed define L(R)→ L one has to check that they
transform the defining relations (R1)–(R4) into identities in L, basically a straightforward
procedure. Once this is done it is clear that these operations satisfy all the identities
which hold for the corresponding operation in Q, making the resulting algebraic system a
commutative f -ring with unit over Q which will be denoted R(L). Among its additional
properties, we note that this is archimedean, and bounded whenever L is compact.
Further, there is an isomorphism C(X) ∼=R(OX) for any topological space X, based
on the fact that Σ(L(R))∼=R and hence
Top(X,R)∼= Frm(L(R),OX)
by the relation between the functors Σ and O, taking a ∈ C(X) to a˜ :L(R)→OX such
that a˜(p, q) = a−1[{x ∈ R | p < x < q}]. Hence the R(L) are the right generalization
of the classical function algebras, making them the natural substitute for the latter in the
context of functional representation.
Another crucial fact here is that the frame LA of -ideals of any f -ring A is compact
normal (Banaschewski [6]) so that the corresponding frame MA = S(LA) is compact
regular by Lemma 1, but in actual fact even completely regular by the properties of f -
rings. Moreover, by the corollary of Lemma 1, Σ(MA) is exactly the space of maximal
-ideals of A which suggests thatMA is the frame to be used for our purposes. Indeed, we
have
Proposition 6. Any archimedean bounded f -ring A over Q has an embedding into
R(MA).
The desired τA :A→R(MA) is obtained as follows. For any a ∈ A and p,q ∈ Q, let
a˜(p, q)= (a−p)+ ∧ (q− a)+ and then aˆ(p, q)= sLA([a˜(p, q)]) for the closure operator
sLA on the compact frame LA as introduced in Section 0. Now one shows
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(i) this defines a homomorphism aˆ :L(R)→MA,
(ii) the resulting map τA :A→R(MA) taking a to aˆ is an -ring homomorphism, and
(iii) Ker(τA)= [0], making τA an embedding.
The proof of (i) involves somewhat lengthy but basically straightforward calculations,
and the same goes for (ii). Regarding (iii), aˆ = 0 means that [a˜(p, q)] = [1] whenever
p < 0 < q , and a slight trick deduces from this that p  a  q , for these p and q , which
then implies a = 0 because A is archimedean.
There is an additional refinement here, suggested by the classical case in which the
image of A is dense in C(X), X the space of maximal -ideals of A, in the sense of the
sup-norm topology: it is automatically point-separating and hence denseness follows by
the Stone–Weierstrass Theorem. Now, in bounded f -rings A over Q one certainly has a
natural counterpart to the sup-norm topology on the C(X), the uniform topology given by
the basic zero neighbourhoods
Wn =
{
a ∈A | |a|< 1
n
}
, n= 1,2, . . . ,
and it then turns out that τA :A→ R(MA) is a dense embedding in the sense of this
topology: its image quite clearly satisfies the hypothesis of the following pointfree form of
the Stone–Weierstrass Theorem (Banaschewski [9])
For a compact completely regular frame L, any subring S of R(L) containing Q for
which {α(p,q) | α ∈ S;p,q ∈Q} generates L is dense in R(L).
Given this, there is an obvious further step: τA is an isomorphism whenever A is
complete in its uniform topology. On the other hand, as in the case of spaces, one shows
for compact completely regular L that the R(L) are complete in their uniform topology,
and hence we have the following
Corollary. The f -rings R(L) for compact completely regular L are exactly the uniformly
complete archimedean bounded f -rings over Q.
As a final refinement we add that the correspondence L → R(L), which is quite
obviously functorial, determines a category equivalence between the compact completely
regular frames and the uniformly complete archimedean bounded f -rings over Q, with
adjoint inverse provided by the correspondence A →MA (Banaschewski [6]). Obviously
this is then a pointfree form of the (real) Gelfand Duality for compact Hausdorff spaces
similar to that treated by Johnstone [19]. For the complex version of this, dealing
with normed rather than lattice-ordered algebras on the algebraic side, specifically with
commutative C∗-algebras, involving complex-valued functions and treated in the more
ambitious setting of an arbitrary Grothendieck topos, see Banaschewski and Mulvey [11–
13].
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